Imagine Your World With More...

...Space

You could choose to luxuriate in a new garden room for use as an office,

Many of our garden buildings can be installed with only 4 days on site

studio or annex. Whatever you need extra space for, a fully insulated, architect

saving you the aggravation and disruption of traditional methods of

designed, premium quality building separate from your main home could be

extending your living space.

the answer. Room4-You are specialists in the design and construction of
timber frame structures and have all the skills and experience to provide you
with the perfect building for your needs.
To experience the unique solution of a Room4-You, enjoy reading our brochure
and if you have any questions why not call us, visit our show centre at Van

You may not even need planning permission but, if you do, our experienced
team can take this care of this for you.

free design and quote service

Hage Garden Centre, Great Amwell, or browse our comprehensive website.

Your Room, Your Choice

The Vista
The Arc

The Quad

A Room4-You is designed to be a Room For Life, meaning that we have
carefully considered all materials ensuring that they are responsibly sourced
for their sustainability, durability, aesthetics and value for money. We firmly
believe that any product should be designed and built to last, giving functional
satisfaction whilst meeting all of the client’s demands and being aesthetically
pleasing for many years to come. Whether you choose from our Arc, Vista,
Quad or Bespoke all our buildings are supplied with a full 10 year insurance
backed guarantee. You can choose any of our designs for any purpose.

Bespoke

Room For Life

Our innovative off-site manufacturing process produces an exemplary
standard of workmanship and ensures the highest quality product and
materials. This off site manufacturing reduces the time needed on site and
ensures we keep to budget and timescales as the weather has less of an
impact. You will get the highest quality standards all the way through the
design and build process. As Room4-You is a member of the Consumer
Protection Association you are assured of the highest standards of
workmanship, safe in the knowledge that your investment is covered by a
comprehensive insurance backed 10 year warranty.

You can specify sun-tubes to
bring even more natural light...

Innovative Construction

Once on site our construction teams ensure disruption is kept to a minimum
and with many buildings we can be fully complete within 4 days. This includes
connection to services and all aspects of construction.
Your building will be fully operational and we will
only leave site once you are fully satisfied and
have signed our Completion Satisfaction Form.

The Concept

Our client, a writer, had purchased a small bungalow but needed extra room for guest accommodation and
office space. Health issues required that the annex was exceptionally well insulated for winter warmth and
that glazing was kept to a minimum to reduce the thermal effect of a south facing front elevation during the
summer months.
The Arc style was ideal with modifications including a roof overhang, providing summer shade to the
front. A fully tiled en-suite bathroom was specified, as well as heating supplied by highly efficient, fully
programmable and adjustable radiant panel heaters. All this fitted in with the client’s budget, and we also
agreed to relocate a temporary office and install phone points and internet connection.

The Construction

The site presented some serious issues being located with no vehicle access
and on steeply sloping ground. Part of the solution was to construct the building
on stilts using LABC approved foundations. There was also a need for a large,
elegant and elaborate decking at the front, with matching stairs, from which the
client is now able to view the sunset over the sea.

The Conclusion

Three weeks after the ground was cleared our client was able to use his office
and offer guests arriving for his wedding a place to sleep comfortably with security
and privacy. As he stated in an e-mail: “I think it is important to say that a job well
done with no hassle on either side is more than just something to tick off as
completed because every single time I ever go to my brilliant new office I will
remember how marvellous were the guys who built it. You have contributed something
of immense value to my life, far in excess of any commercial arrangement.”

Case study

The contemporary style of The Arc is available in
either 2.5m or 3m overall height lending maximum
flexibility for constructing within permitted
development rights. Whichever height you choose
the quality of material remains exceptionally
high and you can specify any amount of high
performance double glazing or doors. The recess
and roof projection afford shade from the sun
whilst also providing the perfect space for mood
enhancing down-lighters.
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The Arc

You can add full length
bi-folding doors...

Clean exterior lines and the large expanse of
glazing lend The Vista a defined architectural
style. The understated elegance of The Vista
blends perfectly with a modern home yet can also
complement a traditional style building. The roof
overhang adds visually to the design which offers
protection from the sun whilst ensuring downlighters can be fitted.

You can include timber
decking...
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The Vista

Our Quad design has minimalist styling with the
option of adding many extras. A popular choice
of options is the addition of a canopy with either
stilts or wing walls to support an overhang of up
to 2m or more. The configuration is very flexible
and many happy clients have used our Quad for
a garden office or garden studio. The versatility of
our modular timber frame construction allows you
to have a significant input into the final design of
your garden room.
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You can specify
under-floor heating...

The Quad

Our RIBA registered architect can work with you
to create a stunning design reflective of your
aspirations and available space. Combining
distinctive design with engineering excellence
ensures you will get the form and function
exactly to your wishes. Our Architect has 10
years experience of providing stunning designs
from an elegant garden room to grand hotels.
The process is very simple and, dependent
on planning permission, you can have a fully
bespoke garden room installed and ready to use
within 4 weeks.
You can specify an en-suite, a kitchen, a
bedroom, decking, a sedum roof and more.
You choose your level of involvement and will
be kept fully informed throughout the whole
process of designing and building your bespoke
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garden building. Our 20 years
experience gives peace of mind
that your design will be fully
functional and will come with
our comprehensive 10 year
guarantee.

Bespoke Design

The Arc Prelude is perfect for 1 or 2 people to work or play in comfort.

The Arc Alto provides enough space easily for 2 or even 3 people to work with enough room for play – why not add an en-suite?

The Arc Prelude and Arc Alto Plans

The Arc Treble allows many people to work or play in luxury.

The Arc Grand enables the whole family to share the space, perfect for a home cinema or even a small annex.

The
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The Vista Prelude is perfect for 1 or 2 people to work or play in comfort.

The Vista Alto provides enough space easily for 2 or even 3 people to work with enough room for play – why not add an en-suite?

The Vista Prelude and Vista Alto Plans

The Vista Treble allows many people to work or play in luxury.

The Vista Grand enables the whole family to share the space, perfect for a home cinema or even a small annex.
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The Quad Prelude is perfect for 1 or 2 people to work or play in comfort.

The Quad Alto provides enough space easily for 2 or even 3 people to work with enough room for play – why not add an en-suite?

The Quad Prelude and Quad Alto Plans

The Quad Treble allows many people to work or play in luxury.

The Quad Grand enables the whole family to share the space, perfect for a home cinema or even a small annex.
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The e-Kube design is a modular, sustainable and
contemporary style offering the ultimate garden
room with many unique options. From the Western
Red Cedar cladding to the choice of sheeps wool
insualtion there is no compromise on the quality of
design or material choices. Intended as a bespoke
option this offers you the choice of structural glass
cube, aluminium schüco bi-folding doors and glass
spiral staircase leading to the roof terrace covered
with timber decking and sedum plants. Additional
light can be provided with the choice of sun tubes
and you can have a complete wall of exceptionally
insulated glazing.

You can specify
a sedum roof....

The e-Kube

Whatever you need extra space for there is a choice to suit your intended

ü

Architect Designed

use. Whether its a full building regulation approved detached extension

ü

Fast installation from 4 days

or an exceptional quality garden room, we have the in-house skills to turn

ü

Fully insulated

your vision into reality. We have installed many beautiful buildings for use

ü

10 year guarantee

as a Granny Annex, Garden Studio, Garden Room or Garden Office. All

ü

Quality sustainable materials

our customers are delighted to show off their instalaltion or you can visit us

ü

Exacting standards

at our show room located at The Van Hage Garden Centre, Great Amwell,

ü

Craftsman built

Hertfordshire. Whether you choose one of our pre-designed models or
indulge in the full bespoke service you are assured of the highest levels
of quality. All our unique outdoor rooms come with the following benefits:
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How much will my outdoor room cost

We have included 12 pre-designed models for you to choose from
which are priced to include everything you need including connection
to your existing electrical supply (assuming suitable supply). A
bespoke Room4-you can be designed and you will receive a
personal quotation highlighting the full specification of what has been
included based on your needs.

What is included in the price?

All quoted prices include VAT, delivery to mainland UK and the full
installation service including foundations.

What is not included in the price?

In the unlikely event that you need planning permission for your
outdoor room, we can deal with this for you. We make a small additional
charge to cover this work and deal directly with your Local Authority.

Do I need planning permission?

Planning permission is about what can be constructed and where
it can be positioned. Generally speaking you will not need planning
permission unless you are lucky enough to live in a National Park,
the Broads, Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty or a World Heritage
Site, where in most cases you will need planning approval.
Permitted development rights depend on compliance with criteria
set out by planning departments and Central Government. Please
contact us for further information on planning permission.

Should I be concerned with Building Regulations?

Building regulations govern how a building is designed and
constructed. Most garden rooms up to 30sqm are exempt from
building regulations. Exceptions to this are if the building will be used
for sleeping accommodation and some building regulations apply to
all garden rooms such as part ‘P’ which covers electrical safety.
Each room4–you is provided with appropriate certification on completion.
If your building is to be installed within 1m of your boundary and is
greater in size than 15sqm building regulations must be adhered to.
Please contact us for further information on building regulations.

How do I finance my investment in a room4–you?

This depends on personal circumstances but a popular and cost
effective method is to either extend your mortgage or release some
equity. We are happy to discuss all alternatives including a lease
option which can be extremely cost effective and tax efficient for
anyone self employed or running their own business.
We can arrange finance through Ideal4Finance and recommend you
discuss this with your accountant or financial advisor.

An investment normally has a financial return;
what can I expect from a room4–you?

Opinions differ widely and some suggestions are that you can recoup
the full value of your investment. We believe that in the current
market a conservative view is prudent. Research has shown that
investment in a fully insulated, professionally installed garden room
will increase the value of your property by approximately 5%. If you
choose a self contained annex the return will increase.

Can you install decking and provide a landscape service?
Yes, our affiliation with a construction company allows us to offer a
full design and build landscape service at very competitive rates.

What warranties are offered?

Our uncompromising standards and attention to detail gives
confidence in offering a full 10 year warranty backed by the Consumer
Protection Association. More information on the CPA is available from
their website www.thecpa.co.uk.
Our ability to source top quality materials means we have every
confidence in passing on the full manufacturer’s guarantee for all
ancillary items.
As a responsible manufacturer, we also include, at no extra cost,
deposit indemnity insurance also from the CPA. This provides you
with peace of mind that any deposit lodged with us is safe.

Each room4–you is designed by our in house designers,
manufactured in our South Yorkshire factory and installed (usually
within 4 days) by our team of fully trained construction professionals.

How will my outdoor room be delivered?

Do you visit the site?

Each room4–you is delivered to your home within 4 weeks and our
team of installers will arrange for transfer of each component to your
chosen location. Every component is engineered for easy transportation
and we can, if necessary, carry each panel through your house.

Our buildings are designed with the flexibility of either being
detached from your main house or can be attached to your existing
home. Our solid, beautiful buildings are considerably better value
than a traditional extension and are constructed in a fraction of the
time, with none of the usual disruption.

Is lighting included?

Lighting schemes can bring different atmospheres to your unique
outdoor room and we are happy to work with you to ensure your
room4–you is lit exactly the way you want it. Each unique outdoor
room is provided with economical low energy ceiling down–lighters
located to suit the layout you specify. External lighting can be
provided with movement sensors.

How is drainage dealt with?

Gutter and downpipes are included as standard and can be
connected to your existing drains allowing WC’s and bathrooms
to be installed. You can choose to direct the rain water to a water
capture system for later use around your home and garden.

How do I get a quotation?

Simply contact us and we’ll be happy to discuss your requirements
and provide you with a quotation.
Connection to mains services and telephone lines is not included. Prices for these vary
dependent on site conditions but you will be fully informed and whatever we quote is what
you will pay – there will be no hidden extras. As a guide typical installation prices are
£350–550 where no excavation is required.

What maintenance is required?

This depends on which options you choose but each option will only
require minimal, if any maintenance. Part of our founding ethos is
that we responsibly source materials partly based on their durability.
Timber window and door frames have factory applied paint finishes
which are guaranteed for 10 years. For information on the external
cladding options please contact us.

Who will install my outdoor room?

Can I use a room4–you instead of an extension?

Yes, we will always visit site before providing a detailed quotation.
Please contact us for details of our consultation process.

Note: Deliveries are timed to coincide with the first day of construction.

Frequently Asked Questions

If you would like a free design and quotation
please contact us to book a no obligation site visit.
You can call on 01280 730180,
e-mail info@room4-you.co.uk or visit our web
site www.room4-you.co.uk for more information.

room4-work room4-play room4-life room4-you

Contact us on t: 01280 730180 e: info@room4-you.co.uk w: www.room4-you.co.uk
Registered address: Sterling Garden Rooms Ltd, 12 Foxglove Close, Buckingham, MK18 1FU
Registered in England and Wales No. 7751340 VAT No. 118 9809 78

proud to be a
Uk manufacturer

Foundations

We have developed an exciting new foundation system for our range of contemporary garden
buildings. This unique system negates the need for a concrete slab and overcomes any
problems with uneven ground. Consisting of a structural steel frame that sits on steel uprights
set in concrete into the ground. Insulated timber floor panels are then dropped into the
framework meaning that the foundation and floor of the garden room are installed very quickly
and efficiently. This type of foundation allows air to flow freely under the garden room which
reduces the risk of damp forming in the garden room. Room4-you have had our foundation
system tested and it complies with Building Regulations – a benchmark for suitability for
use, safety and quality. We have a range of other foundation options to suit all eventualities;
however our main approach should cope with 80% of all applications.

Floor

Dependent on foundations but our standard uses heavy duty structural graded c16 timber
joists to form a suspended floor with minimum 85mm (3.5 inch) thick rigid insulation panels
and rodent barrier. The floor is finished with 22mm thick floorboards ready to accept your
choice of flooring. All Unique Outdoor Rooms have a vapour barrier and breather membrane
to ensure no damp can enter your building and condensation does not build up. This provides
a floor with exceptional insulation properties up to current building regulation standards.

Walls

The timber structure meets and exceeds modern house build standards. The profile has been
developed to ensure rigidity and reliability. The multi-layers in the section give a thickness in
excess of 200mm and are based on insular performance and structural requirements. Similar
to the floor section it includes high insular performance and breathability with the advanced
heat reflective breather membrane. This provides walls easily able to comply with the building
regulations minimum of 0.28W/m2k. You can specify timber cladding of European Redwood,
Siberian Larch, Western Red Cedar or European Oak, all sustainably sourced from PEFC
or FSC chain of custody sources. We are very proud to be the sole supplier of Endurance
Cladding which offers a high pressure laminate solution with zero maintenance. You can also
specify stone or brick of which we have plenty of experience. Our web site offers you more
information on the different forms of cladding.

Insulation

Every Room4-You is designed and constructed to provide exceptional acoustic and thermal
insulation far in excess of the majority of UK homes. With increasing pressure to reduce
carbon emissions from our homes the Government are setting stricter regulations for
construction of new dwellings. Our method of construction ensures the design is future proof
and you can be provided with a Room4-You that will be exceptionally warm in winter and cool
in summer with minimal use of resources.

Specification

Roof

We offer many different options for each Room4-You with each one being constructed from
multi layers to offer excellent thermal and acoustic insulation. The optional sedum roof with
ultra low maintenance organic plants (that do not require mowing!) ensures that wherever you
site your Unique Outdoor Room it will offer something back to the environment.
Other roof options include EPDM hard wearing rubber which represents a major
advancement in waterproofing technology combined with a 25 year manufacturer’s warranty.
Alternatively, you can choose cedar shingles, slate or tiles which will add a traditional or
rustic feel to your Room4-You. Each option is constructed with exceptional insulation offering
u-values to meet the current building regulations of 0.18 W/m2k.

Windows and Doors

You have the option of specifying timber, aluminium or UPVC and each style can be
manufactured to either match or contrast with the windows in your main home. All options
are fitted with insurance approved locks and you can specify tilt and turn, hinged casement
windows, dummy sash, or full sliding sash. You can specify hinged, sliding or bi-folding
doors all argon filled for ultra low energy loss. All the window systems are toughened for both
security and safety and are the same high quality you would find in superior new build homes.
The trickle vents ensure constant smooth air recycling. Whichever option you choose you can
relax in the knowledge that u-values are on average 1.5 W/m2k versus building regulations of
1.6 W/m2k for windows and 1.8W/m2k for doors. All windows and doors are supplied with the
British Standard kite mark.

Interior

All our walls are covered with traditional plasterboard and a skim layer of plaster provides a
smooth comfortable environment ready for decoration. The standard floor is high quality oak
effect laminate or you can specify solid oak engineered wood, carpet, rubber floor or tiles.

Electrics

Your Room4-You is supplied with a minimum of 6 double sockets, halogen lighting and fuseboard ready for connection to the mains. All fixtures are supplied with a brushed chrome
finish. Standard heating is provided from convector heaters with upgrades available to include
highly efficient radiant panel heaters, air source heat pumps or under-floor heating. (Please
note that under-floor heating is not available with the rubber floor option). All electrical work is
carried out to Part P of the Building Regulations.

As an innovative and progressive company we reserve the right to enhance or
change our standard specification as improved components become available.

